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Pain-Free Body Sculpting
Dr. Roger Bassin introduces another beauty breakthrough – fat removal with no anesthesia and a non-
chemical procedure that �lls wrinkles for good.

Dr. Roger Bassin, founder of The Bassin Center for Plastic 
Surgery has been called a trendsetter, an innovator, a sculptor 
and even a miracle worker by his patients. That’s because Dr. 
Bassin is able to do what most cosmetic surgeons can’t. He 
can change a patient’s physique with minimal pain to the 
patient, no downtime, no blood and even no general anes-
thesia. 

His medical advancements have been featured on Good 
Morning America, Lifetime Network, Fox News, CBS News and 
many more. Most recently he was on The Dr. Oz Show giving a 
live demonstration of NaturalFill, a trademarked procedure he 
created that uses Aqualipo, also a procedure he invented, to 
remove and harvest a patient’s own fat to be injected into 
smile lines, facial wrinkles, hands and breasts.

Lasting Looks

NaturalFill has given patients amazing results: natural, 
smooth skin that lasts. 

For many patients the fact that NaturalFill is non-chemical is 
one of the biggest selling points. As the name implies, only 
natural substances from a patient’s own body are used to 
create a youthful appearance. 

Also, NaturalFill can be used with extensive fat removal or just 
a small amount to �ll lines. Patients no longer have to return 
every six months to get another chemical injection. Dr. Bassin 
says NaturalFill lasts because it is a patient’s own fat. Patients 
that used to get chemical injections are excited with the 
long-term savings NaturalFill o�ers.

Fat Removal Fast

Aqualipo works by combining SmartLipo technology with 
Body-Jet fat �ushing. 

First, powerful laser energy is used to melt away pockets of 
unwanted fat. At the same time that it is melting the fat, the 
heat from the laser promotes tissue tightening in the 
surrounding areas, so there is much less sagging skin in the 

area that had fat removed, something that was an unwanted 
side-e�ect to other lipo procedures. Once the fat has been 
treated with SmartLipo technology, it is removed from the 
body with Body-Jet. This is in comparison to the older more 
aggressive fat removal process still performed by other Smar-
tlipo surgeons. Body-Jet uses a concentrated water jet to �ush 
intact fat cells from the body. Keeping the fat cells intact 
means the body sustains much less trauma. Also, intact fat 
cells can be preserved and used for �lling facial lines, hands 
and breasts as it is with NaturalFill. The entire process can be 
done in the o�ce in just 30 to 45 minutes for each area 
treated, prompting many to call Aqualipo the “lunch-time 
lipo”.

The Best of the Best

Patients of Dr. Bassin say if you want the best you go to the 
best and when it comes to fast, painless results, Dr. Bassin is 
the best. 

And his practice just keeps getting better. Dr. Bassin is pleased 
to announce the addition of Dr. Rigo Mendoz, a board certi-
�ed plastic surgeon from Chicago to the Bassin Center. Dr. 
Bassin and Dr. Mendoz will be at the forefront in pioneering 
NaturalFill Natural Breast Enhancement for patients looking 



for a permanent and more natural solution for breast 
augmentation.

Dr. Bassin has performed thousands of cosmetic procedures 
and has 10 years of experience. He graduated from George 
Washington University magna cum laude and completed his 
residency at Mt. Sinai Medical Center and a fellowship in facial 
cosmetic surgery in Chicago. As a facial cosmetic surgeon, Dr. 
Bassin also specializes in brow, eye and both full- and mid-
face lifts. He is nationally sought out by television producers, 
medical reporters and news organizations because he is one 
of the most forward-thinking doctors in the industry today. 

The Bassin Center for Plastic Surgery has grown so much that 
Dr. Bassin has expanded his practice to keep up with client 
demand. In Orlando, the Bassin Center is conveniently located 
on Alafaya Trail.

Dr. Bassin is the exclusive provider of Aqualipo and Natural�ll 
in Central Florida. Since both procedures are revolutionary, he 
knows people have lots of questions. Here he provides 
answers to some of the most frequently asked questions 
about both Aqualipo and NaturalFill.

How long is the down-time after Aqualipo?

Because Aqualipo uses gentle Body-Jet fat �ushing there is 
virtually no bruising or swelling. Patients say the procedure 
has a warm, tingling sensation. There is no pain after. They 
walk out of the procedure feeling good. They may want to 
take it easy right after their procedure, but there are few limits 
to normal physical activity, and patients can go right back to 
work.

Is there much swelling after Aqualipo?

It depends on the patient, but usually if there is any, it is very 
slight. The same is true for bruising. 

When will I see results from my Aqualipo procedure?

There is practically no swelling so instead of having to wait to 
see how the sculpting process will look, most patients will see 
permanent results within a week of their procedure.

On what areas of my body can I get Aqualipo?

Aqualipo can help with tummy �ab, bra bulges, love handles, 
saddle bags, double chins, as well as excess fat in the neck, 
arms, thighs, knees and male breasts.

How many treatments of Aqualipo will I need?

Aqualipo is a body sculpting procedure, not a weight loss 
solution for people signi�cantly overweight. Only one treat-
ment is needed per area to re�ne and remove unwanted fat.

What side e�ects, if any, are there with NaturalFill?

Some redness may occur around injection area, but it will go 
away quickly.

Will I need to get touch-ups with NaturalFill?

No. NaturalFill is a permanent solution to facial lines. 

Is NaturalFill safe?

NaturalFill is the safest facial line �ller procedure on the 
market today. Your body is not going to adversely react since 
it is your own fat �lling the wrinkles.

To keep up with patient demand, Dr. Bassin has opened 
six centers throughout Florida. His most recent o�ce in 
Viera opened in March of last year. The large, modern 
and very relaxing centers all re�ect Dr. Bassin’s commit-
ment to patient satisfaction and comfort. From �at 
screen TVs in the lobby to comfy robes and couches in 
the post-procedure area, at Bassin Center patients 
always come �rst. 

Bassin Center for Plastic Surgery is a full-service medspa. 
Other services and procedures o�ered include:
 
SmartLipo
Body-Jet
Body by Thermage
Thermacool 
DOT Therapy
Laser Skin Resurfacing
Fraxel Laser
Leg Vein Treatment
Chemical Peels
Injectables (Restylane, Botox, Radiesse)
Latisse Eyelash Enhancer
Facials
Other surgical procedures include:
Face Lift (mid-face or full)
Brow Lift
Eyelid Lift

The Bassin Center for Plastic Surgery
422 South Alafaya Trail, Suite 32
Orlando, FL 32828
407.851.3888
www.BassinPlasticSurgery.com


